DEATH ON THE CROSS
by V.M. LAKHSMI
Reflections for this opus
Messages for the consciousness in any epoch have appeared like rain
in summer, like the sun in winter; the rain refreshes the dryness
and-gives life to Nature; the sun in winter dries the excess of
humidity and also gives life.
In this we realize that all extremes are harmful. Too much dryness
kills and too much humidity also kills.
Understanding this, the human being, intelligent and sensitive,
finds the real way and knows how to balance the process of his life
with just precision.
Serve God, the Spirit above all things, but don't neglect God the
Physical because—both of them, mutually, must do the work!
V.M. Lakhsmi
*****************************************************
INTRODUCTION
Do you like to read for inspiration, to learn or to contradict?
We invite you to try to study this work you have in your hands.
Don't tell us-we're right, nor tell us the opposite because of a
simple reaction, intellectual or emotional; just allow your
conscious liberated from ideals, relatives or sympathies, fly
through the spheres of the heights of wisdom like the eagle who
governs the air; it sustains him and the air doesn't feel him
Just like the enormous fish swims with audacious dexterity through
the profundities of the ocean perhaps ignoring that on the surface
there are Immense waves: with sure and firm decision like the earth,
like a rock, like the crystalline fountain sliding between the
mountains; like the air traveling to the four cardinal points
symbolizing liberty; like the red hot fire reducing to ashes all the
elements that serve it for its combustion; If, in the same way, your
will power and your conscious behave, then on studying this book,
you will be able to interpret its contents.
the Author

***************************************************************
CHAPTER I
THE WORLD AND ITS SYSTEMS
In this work given to Humanity, permitting you to know some of the
aspects having a relationship with the different processes of life
and which unfold in all organisms having their origin in the
Creation and -through a multitude of processes have come to cover
all spaces.
That's why it is said, in esoteric terms, that nothing in infinity
is empty, even though our mind and our rational logic indicate this
to us.
it is of tantamount transcendence for every restless investigator to
understand that because of divine laws, we are intimately related
to all the kingdoms. mineral, vegetable, animal and human.
No wonder a Wiseman said: Man is made in the image and likeness of
God; but his mind and his psyche have a lot of animal.
Logic shows us, that it's inconceivable that a creature made in the
image and likeness of God, would have criminal instincts, would have
passional instincts…
A great humanist mentioned that traditions in humans call the "soul"
or the deceased, "anima" and this great writer complements it by
saying: If at the end of that word, we would put an "L", we'd
have "ANIMAL"."
It's difficult and strange to find a person in this era who
accepts these truths, and this is due to reasons we can define in
the following way:
FIRST: The human being has taken to developing the intellect to
the point of being fully convinced that with it (the intellect) he
will find the truth, he will become conscious, and therefore, he
will know himself.
SECOND: All those people who belong to any religious sect, have
been told that doing what we have been taught and what we have been
ordered, with that we are saved.
THIRD: Humans (and with your forgiveness, dear reader) are full or
pride and self-love, and because of this, we lack valor and courage
to accept what we are. On top of all this, we don't want to fulfil
the Law, nor the will of God; we want to violate the Law and have

God do OUR will.
This planet Earth, where we live, is really admirable and marvelous;
but the world, which are the systems that abide in it, are the most
degenerate and corrupt known in all the races that have existed.
The systems which have been formed are not bad; but man has damaged
them, and so, these degenerate and die.
When man was created, he came with the perfection of the Father,
but with the passing of the centuries, he was invaded by negative
forces and degenerated.
As we have already mentioned, pride, self-love and arrogance are
such that have invaded us, that it isn't rare to hear a person or
see somebody, anywhere say, "I have already received Christ" or "I
have already received the Holy Spirit" making those poor souls
believe(those who aspire to the light)
that he who has predicated this, is already seated on the throne of
Good.
Poor people! They don't know, nor do they care to know, what the
Cross means; nor much less, to know what it is, "TO DIE ON THE
CROSS".
we have said that the systems, as in everything, are born, they
grow, decline and die. The sad part of all this is that the
systems, before they die, finish off with the faith of the people,
terminate their morals, and make an end of the fragrance of
sincerity.
The results of all this: terrible confusion, nobody believes in
anybody and for good reason.
Since everyone speaks in the name of the Creator, the poor people
deceived by so many lies and farces that they have been taught and
have been instilled in them, also stop believing in the Creator
(GOD).
The Redemption of this world is impossible; it's already too late.
The religious men argue over man wanting to impose their truths,
which are really not truths, but dogmas and fanaticisms, extricated
from reactionary and arrogant minds. Unfortunately, they use the
Sacred Scriptures to impose their own criteria; that is to say, they
use the word of God to destroy the Work of God.
You could compare all this, dear reader, if you stop a bit to
analyze the terrible contradictions that appear out at these
erroneous interpretations.

The same thing happens in politics, - what one affirms, the other
negates. The same thing happens with justice, if it is justice and
it is applied with the same rectitude. Why two people, one who
accuses and the one who defends himself, argue over the same truth?
Innocence and guilt.
The same occurs in medicine. That is, the world won't change because
it is based on decrepit and degenerate systems, and the worst is,
they count on the aid and the support of the human masses.
Perhaps, this is the most opportune time to stop and reflect about
all these things and afterwards, if we say "NO" to the world,
the multitude of religious men, politicians, intellectuals, will
appear, in synthesis, all those ignorant people, will lance
themselves against you, with no compassion, dear reader, shouting
with other words: Crucify him, Crucify him, crucify him, - in other
words, DEATH ON THE CROSS!
And justly, that is what one must do. We need them to give us that
sentence so that we can understand that the world and its systems,
can't stand liar do they want to see a man or a woman who wants to
be free and who won't let them put the yoke on them and that the
systems are for the ignorant and unconscious people.
CHAPTER 2
A TRIP THROUGH LIFE
Dear reader, have you ever stopped to reflect on where and in what
place and when we originated?
Perhaps you think it was when you were born in this existence; and
that, or course, is true, but where were you before you took this
physical body? what was your name? who was your father, who was your
mother? Who were your brothers and sisters? Do you know that you
existed? and as we've already asked, where was it that you were?…
Do you believe that the only ones who participated in your existence
were your mother and father? All of this has a reason for beingThe union of your mother and father was done fulfilling one of the
commandments, one of God's most elemental, "that they love one
another".
That man and that woman united to contribute an ovum and a sperm
(elements that Nature used for your creation) which came out of
their organisms, undertaking a trip to ward life, in perfect harmony
and with two definite objectives:

First: The Instinct to live and
Second: A loving attraction.
Let's suppose that these rules have been accomplished; but, do you
know what the original sin is that so many religious predicators
speak of?
These people believe that it was a sin that Adam and Eve committed,
in Eden and we don't deny that it was, but, what did this fault
consist of? Was it, perhaps because Adam and Eve at one moment were
terribly attacked by carnal passion and fornicated; in other words,
spilled their semen?
That originated in that this generation, ADAM-EVE, were thrown out
of paradise and the sentence of God was not long in coming.
To Eve, God said. "You will live subject to your husband and will
have your children with pain", and for Adam: "For not having
remained faithful to my commandment, you will earn your bread with
the sweat of your brow".
But, it's worth the trouble to analyze this (you and me) ,what did
that Adam do and what did Eve do after God threw them out of
paradise?...Did they repent for what they did? Did Eve stop
tempting Adam? Did Adam stop being weak in the face of Eve? Did the
serpent stop tempting them?
Dear reader, nothing like that had happened. Eve continued to be
Eve, --the woman!, and Adam continued being Adam- the man! The
serpent continued fulfilling its same mission, - the passion and the
three continued fulfilling the same roles.
The woman, the feminine element tempting that masculine element
because of a very human attraction, and logically, through divine
emanation: LOVE. But, I still ask: what role does that tempting
serpent or that passion, play in today's man and woman? Does it
take them to the bed or pleasure to fornicate, to spill their sexual
energy and give free rein to their lust, but… what's going to
come
from this couple after having fornicated in their bed?
Well, dear reader, surely out of that union, a life will appear
beginning its trip.
One of those sperm spilled in that act will unite with the ovum
having matured in the woman bringing forth a beautiful boy or a
beautiful girl as a result, for the happiness of its father and
mother, friends and relatives, but what pain! What suffering for us

and for that creature since he comes into life with the indelible
mark of original Sin.
I am not referring to the sin that originated when the generation
Adam -Eve fornicated; I am referring to the union of that man and
that woman who also fornicated, and resulting in that, that
creature, who is going to be born or already has been born, will
have the mark of our ancestors and the countermark of our parents.
We are all fornicators!
In this existence we are all a product of fornication. This has
been censured by God since the Creation, but we continue being the
same. Very few men in history have been able to escape from the
common run, to be able to fulfill those sacred Commandments. Do not
kill and do not fornicate.
It could be that you ask yourself at this time what relationship
does "Do not kill" have with "Do not fornicate" and it's worth it to
go back to that terrible sentence God gave Adam when He said: "of
all the fruit of the garden you may eat bit not of the tree or good
and evil, for on that day, you will surely die."
Life for us began its trip, as we have already said, when the sperm
and the ovum united, forming the gestation, the birth the childhood,
the adolescence, the maturity, the old age and logically, the death
of a person.
As in other places we have said: "Pain at birth, pain growing, pain
in old age and pain at death", and anybody would say, and it's
certainly reasonable, "But that's normal! But I ask: "Is it
normal,
why?" Logical! because this is what we have seen, day by day,
life in humanity, with pain and suffering.
Nobody knows the WHY all this suffering and all this pain, and if we
have a headache, we say it's because, of the headache. if someone
fights with us or we feel hate for him, bad will, we don't know;
they simply don't like us and we don't like them either.
If you have money, you simply say that you have done well in
business or you've been intelligent; if economically, you have
nothing, you say that things have not gone well or you simply blame
it on God and so the human being at all levels of society conforms
himself.
This is a fight without end on Earth. Everyone wants to stop
suffering but if we don't stop violating the Law, how are we going
to establish ourselves on another level? How are we going to save

ourselves from the rigor of the Law? Impossible! reader and friend.
Some will conform themselves saying: when we die, everything is
over, but that's not true; after we die, life continues on another
level, with other characteristics, but it continues. We can't avoid
it until we come back in another womb, unfortunately, with the
same mark, the original sin, children or fornication.
All in all, another trip to begin our lives, toward failure and
death!
This makes us see and understand that no one can do anything for
us. Each person must try to do something for himself.
If we have been formed through the sin of fornication, we stop being
fornicators; we must be chaste in thought, word and deed as we are
taught in the Sacred Scriptures and so break the Karma we have been
dragging along life after life, because of the sin of fornication:
and so life and death, face to face with us; each one will give its
verdict.
Life, if we don't kill it, will overcome Death, and Death,
respecting the Law, will retreat, recognizing that there has been a
man or a woman who because of his will Power, his obedience and
Discipline, fulfilled the Commandments of God.
The Sword of Justice will not fall on the head of this person
because he made his life a refuge to never die (Salvation).
Chapter 3
LIFE AND ITS KINGDOMS
Continuing with this reflection about Life we could say that the
great truths that past cultures have known, lived and understood,
today are only mythology. There wouldn't be anyone (or maybe with
very few exceptions) who could know and investigate, the life that
exists in the minerals and in the earth due to the decadence and the
loss of our extrasensory perception.
Logically, we are not referring to the vegetation; we wish to refer
to the elementals of the Earth which are known as the Gnomes and the
Pigmeos. These creatures are divine sparks, that also, like us,
obey the currents of lire directed by laws, different from ours, but
they obey the musical scale of the Universe. The "plant Kingdom"
has billions of species. Of course, they belong to different scales
of evolution; they are creatures, who within each one of them,
vibrate and palpitate with fire, as with us, they also aspire to
their liberation some day.

This life is directed by wise Devas of Nature; who instruct them to
know the science that rules them and so continue through the
different scales of evolution; but it's the same life; the only
difference is the organism in which it has been established.
In the animal kingdom as in the aforementioned one, billions of
manifestations of life also exist; from the smallest insect even up
to the biggest mammal; they obey a great law that through their wise
Devas or instructors, they are taught to understand the science that
regulates them also. In this kingdom we can understand the wise
manifestation of the three principles that originated the creation.
In the insects and some other animals of small size we see the
manifestation of the first brain. I am referring to "the motor or
movement brain" which permits this animal to move in any direction,
but only knows one dimension; in other words, a straight line
After that, we have the rest of the animals that express existence
with two brains; "motor and emotional brains;" These animals only
perceive two dimensions: "the wide and the deep." this shows us how
Nature carries Life within a perfect organization to bring it to its
maximum expression of perfection to the point it can reach through
mechanical Laws of Evolution.
Then we come to the Human kingdom, gifted with three brains and
logically, with reason; here we have the perfect integration of our
human organism with the before-mentioned kingdoms described.
The mineral kingdom has a relationship with our bones and our
muscles; the plant kingdom has a relationship with our metabolism,
circulation and oxygenation, etc. The animal kingdom has a
relationship in us with mechanical and instinctive Processes, among
others, conservation, preservation and Reproduction are exercised in
us through Nature.
The Human Kingdom exercises the knowledge of the other kingdoms and
makes use of a percentage of consciousness and can produce in him
(at will), changes. modifying in this way, Destiny and Mechanica1
Laws that have ruled him in the other kingdoms.
This human mechanism has been permitted to understand and to know
the three dimensions by means of intelligence, reason and the
capacity its three brains confer on it.
The motor or movement brain as we have already said allows us to
move in any direction; the emotional brain allows us to know the
width of things, and our thinking brain allows us to know infinite
space.

As you can see, dear reader, Nature has brought us to this point,
teaching us the science that rules in all the kingdoms. These are
mechanical laws since Nature rules every one of those Kingdoms; but,
from here up, these roles don't exercise their action and the human
being, by means of will power, comprehension, and discipline must
produce "a revolution of consciousness" stop being controlled by
mechanical laws and begin to be ruled by wise Laws which will carry
him to his perfection.
we could say that up to this point the human being is "made" but
not. perfected.
If you go back to Biblical Texts, we could say and with just reason
man is called on to be "The Architect of his own Interior
Universe."
As we know, there are many sacred books that confirm this. For
Instance the Apocrifa of the Evangelists, the Scenes Evangelistic
writings, the Bhagavad-Güita and the Christian Bible. None of
these
sacred books deny the fact that the human being has to succeed in
finding his own perfection to unite with God; anything, to the
contrary, will not be successful.
we don't understand why, today, the "seekers of the truth" say that
this will be found in such and such religion or sect; it seems that
they are afraid to tell people the truth. Sure! it would finish
with the commercialization of souls; it would end the religious
business; and no one would be able to adore people or Idols; they
would only have time to adore their own intimate Being and their
interior God, their own expression of the truth They would only need
a noble area to place their altar and pray to the Divinity.
The legends say that on one occasion the Gods united and seeing that
man had fallen into degeneration, they wanted to hide the secret of
Redemption from Man so that he could not find It.
Some said to make a deep hole to bury it in; others said, "No,
because Man could dig and find the secret."
Another said, "we'll bury it in the deepest sea" but others
said, "Man could build submarines and find the secret even there.
Another said, "Let's put it in space." But they realized that man
could build space ships and also find it.
At last they said, "Let's hide it in man, himself, and there
he'll

never find it." They hid it in the Man's heart and the facts have
proved it.
Man has tried by all means to make himself wise; he's traveled all
over the world, but has very little interest In his own interior
world. He has developed all his capacities to know and to acquire
knowledge but he has very little interest in developing his inner
Being, become wise, in other words, without counting on God, his
creator.
chapter 4
cont
dear reader, what about a toreador if he didn't have that vocation?
In the first bullfight he'd probably be killed. This happens in all
the branches of knowledge. When a person exercises a profession
that doesn't correspond to his vocation, he's a true failure.
As we said in the beginning of the present chapter, this world in
the beginning was covered with darkness and water. We as esoterists
know that according to the order or the cardinal points, the element
water, is in the west. when the child emerges from the waters, that
are in the womb of the mother, he begins a journey through the
horizontal part of life and his goal is to get to the East; but
unfortunately, ha doesn't succeed.
That creature spends his early years corresponding to childhood,
passes to the second stage corresponding to adolescence until he
gets to adulthood or is of age. Getting to this point he finds
something unthought or, unprepared for and above all with a terrible
immaturity.
I'm referring to his sexual activity. I ask you, dear reader, what
has the preparation been that this child has received on the part of
his parents, siblings arid family relatives; on the part of his
religion to face this situation with rectitude and will power? what
one has seen for thousands of years, I believe, he has not had this
preparation.
This man or this woman gets to a point in life believing and even
convinced that his goal is to get a woman to satisfy his pleasure,
reproduce, arid begin an old age where he is only going to leave a
memory of so many children, a diploma hanging on the wall and a lost
soul.
You might say that it's not so, but our life is determined by two
paths:

-one which journeys towards death and,
-the other that journeys towards heaven.
It's only natural that we believe are all going to heaven because
God has not shown us Choruses of Angels taking us to hell; on the
other hand we do see mean modifying the Laws of God, writing many
codes of ethics and morals and the worst of all, thousands of
religious predicators sell salvations, and the poor guy who travels
on this road, is profoundly convinced of all that farce and lies.
when man reaches the maximum expression of his sexual activity,
anyone understands that this semen is his seed and that seed has two
functions which are definite in us:
-One of them is related to the world in which we live, and
-the other function is related to God.
with the first function of the seed, man reproduces the species.
With the second function of the seed, he is regenerated and elevated
to superior states of consciousness.

Chapter IV
LIFE IN THE HUMANOID
On studying the Sacred scriptures we know that in the beginning the
Earth was without form, covered with waters and darkness; you might
say, dear reader, that we are referring to the Planet Earth. Well,
we might say that it is the relationship existing between the human
being and the planet.
If the earth was covered with water and darkness in the beginning,
the same phenomenon occurs with man. In his beginning in his
mother womb, he appears covered with water and darkness; after
nine months pass, this baby is born.
At the moment or his birth this baby begins to receive programs;
that is to say, unadapt him to what, for him, should be natural.
Some people are of the opinion that you should breast-feed him
others think not, and that you should give him a complete food.
Others think that the baby should sleep with mama, and some others
say that he should sleep apart from mama. What do you think about
all this, dear reader?

Logic says that the baby should receive the food his mother
produces. He should be beside his mother so that she, with her aura,
can protect him.
We are not against doctors, but, when the child is born, they begin
to apply a series of vaccinations, that is, bacteria, to prevent
some diseases. But as a great writer said: "we are shooting at an
enemy who doesn't exist yet." The worst of all, is that the
creature is becoming dependent directly on synthetic, chemical,
allopathic medicines.
If someone intents to make him a natural remedy, some people laugh,
since we have stopped believing in Mother Nature and have fallen
(100%) in to the hands of a science replacing Nature.
As this child continues to grow, as we have already said, he is
submitted to all kinds of programs. Mother programs him according
to her way of thinking; father programs him according to his point
of view; his brothers and sisters program him; society programs him
and to top it all off, he goes to school and at the university only
receives programs that will be engraved in his memory and in his
mind and heart. What? As if this were not important? This will
occupy a second, third or even fourth place. Everyone teaches him to
tape everything in his computer, "the mind".
Since this child has already been programmed, he cannot choose or
elect anything freely (or even think); then for convenience or
imposition he must accept father's religion, mother's or
grandfather's, and in many cases we have seen that if you don't
belong to a certain religion, you are not permitted to study at an
educational institution; we mean to say, that this poor child is a
marionette managed by programs; and when it comes to choosing a
profession, he must accept what papa, or mama or grandfather wants
him to be. They are forming a true puppet under the circumstances of
life.
As we've said, the trip from West to East is done on the
horizontal. As he comes to the point where the vertical crosses the
horizontal, we find an iron nail uniting the two pieces of wood.
That nail is nothing more than the soul of the Sacred Sperm.
The iron symbolizes the Flaming Forge of Vulcan; also symbolizing
Eros; also the forces that unite these two timbers, and this is the
internal birth one goes through with the regeneration of the seed.
When man works in this process with the cross, and he spills his
semen, the same thing happens to him as to the fruit that ripens too
fast on the tree; it falls to the ground and rots.

What a shame that religious men do not comprehend the great
significance of the Cross. Instead of sending married couples to
make children for heaven, they would teach them what the Catholic
catechism says: "Be chaste (pure) in thoughts, word and deed!" So
that in this way, these couples who believe they are making children
for God, would make Children of God.
Dear reader, the Christian Mysteries were given to Humanity by the
greatest man who ever existed JESUS, and he didn't write on any
scroll or parchment nor any book; he wrote them on a Cross.
Even though to you it might seem incredible, that fruit that ripened
and fell to the ground, could be you, it could be me. It's all those
humans who have fornicated, who have spent our seed. Of course,
some would say, "I haven't done that" perhaps you haven't done it
in this life but in other past lives you have.
And that original sin, that Karma, goes with you and you can't
elevate yourself if you don't regenerate and the regeneration, as
the word means, comes from that wise genetic energy through Alchemy.
If that fruit ripens green and falls to the ground because it didn't
succeed in its spiritual goal or because it wasn't interested, this
determines in us if we are just some poor humanoid dominated by
the flesh and directed by a mechanical and diabolical mind.

CHAPTER 5
MAN AND HIS LIFE
If we analyze this drama that each person lives, we cannot find two
people in the world who live the same drama mentally,
psychologically or physically.
There is a lot or something very different in the life each person
leads. This Indicates that each one of us must take the drama of
our lives very seriously. Why do we live like we do? The "why of
the events in our lives. What participation do other people have in
our lives and what participation do we have in the drama of others.?
If each event that appears in our life has a cause, this produces
and effect in us. Where is the cause? How and when did it
originate?
We could take the case of a person betrayed by his loved one; this
person asks "why" this is happening to him and logically,
unloads

all kinds or pressure on the person who has betrayed him. But has
this happened because of simple coincidence or by chance?
Logic tells us "no" This has a cause and what we are
suffering is
nothing more than the effect or that cause. It Could be that the
offended person to end this problem, kills the other person who has
offended him and the problem is resolved. What he did was to
aggravate it because the Law of man and the Law of God enter into
action through another cause, producing a greater effect.
The Law or Man punishes the murder and the Law of God punishes the
violation of the Fifth Commandment and the problems continues. In
the next life these two people will meet and at the same age, by the
Law of Recurrence, the same drama appears.
Justly, Samael Aun Weor, the Avatar of Aquarius, says, "It's
not enough to resolve problems but to eliminate problems."
If this scorned person, sacrifices his pain to liberate his
consciousness, which is trapped by the affection for the other per
son, that "yo" (ego) that he has, that appointment he has
with that person dies and the same drama does not repeat itself. we would like
to say with all this that in esoterism, this is called "eliminating
problems".
Of course, it is convenient and necessary that the person who is
going to do this task is willing to uncomplicate himself; is willing
to eliminate all those programs that his mind and psyche bring him.
Every program that we have in our minds has its own "Yoes" (egoes)
feeding it and are willing to act with violence that day or the
moment these programs are not given a faithful compliance.
A person programmed by a religion, a political party. by a belief in
a country, or a belief his good-locking or ugly, white or black, by
a belief that the whole world loves him, by a belief that he's
very
wealthy; if these programs are not disintegrated, these
psychological programs are not disintegrated, a change in one S life
cannot be produced.
when each one of us has understood all this, one realizes the one
has to get advice and learn from everyone; but no one must program
us and this has two very definite reasons:
First: the program placed on us does not agree with our particular
individuality or particularity.

second: Since it is a program made by people who have another point
of view from ours, we are never going to adapt ourselves perfectly
to that program nor much less understand it profoundlyDear reader, have you ever stopped to analyze, to investigate, to
understand what liberty is? Everything we know as such has part of
what we know to be liberty, but it is not liberty.
If a country is being invaded by another and asks its allies for
help and it is given, this ally immediately imposes programs they
have and the people say, "we were liberated by so ´n so!"
but that
so´n so makes the people comply with what it imposes.
We cannot be free if we don't learn to see life with the reality it
has.
It is necessary to be spectators and not actors in our own life
dramas. (change to italics)
An actor of a drama has to have studied the script very well
beforehand to play the role well.
If we analyze this, the actor who has studied the script of our life
beforehand, is our EGO because it is memory and recurrence.
So, there is no reason why we should have a programmed ire.
We must learn to live from moment to moment and we must have will
power and discipline so when these actors or Yoes (egoes) want to
present their drama, we can know who they are and not participate In
the event or drama related to some Yoes (egoes) of ours and at any
given moment have met up with Yoes of other people and form a real
hecatomb, making us lose control and Consciousness we have; that is
to say, our life is converted into a real fatality.
When we have learned to disintegrate the programs we have in our
mind and in our psyche, all these fighting and shouting Yoes
sustaining and helping these programs, are found with no job; we
mean that. it's like a big business without workers, the technical
personnel is thrown out, without jobs, they only have a little money
to sustain life for a few days. lf they don't get another job in
order to eat, they have nothing to sustain themselves with. And so
it is with the legion of yoes.
When we eliminate these programs, we uncomplicate ourselves. All
these Egoes are left with nothing to do they simply left with a
little bit of energy they had gotten from us, and if we remain alert
and vigilant, we will not let new complications be born within us
giving space and employment to all these unorganized workers or

Egoes which are under our self-observation and die through inanition
(starvation).
Don't forget, dear reader, that these lines above are teachings for
those restless seekers 0f LIGHT; it's not for those people who
conform themselves with naming the Good and the Bad, heaver and Hell
and of course, as their lives have been and continue to be, they
believe they are in good shape, and they're doing very well.
As we've said, each one or these elements, fulfilling perhaps to
the
utmost their sad and terrible role, have succeeded in managing and
converting us into puppets and the worst of it all is, (as we have
already said), the people we consider capable of orienting and
guiding us in our spiritual life (In this case our religious
guides), are also programmed machines, poor unconscious people
filled with self-love, pride and fanaticism, the wonders the great
men of history have done, without the understanding that it's for
every one to live and through these teachings, we realize we are
asleep.
what we are teaching here is not to be theorized anymore hut to
awaken and fully realize the role we are playing and the place we
occupy in relation to lifeEvery aspect and process we have analyzed about life up to this
point corresponds purely to the mechanical life of the humanoid as
he is called by V M. Samael Aun Weor, "mistakenly called man".

CHapter 6
THE BIRTH OF MAN
As we have said before in other chapters, the trip man begins in the
West and on the horizontal of life, has an intimate relationship to
the Cross.
Arriving at the center where the vertical piece of wood crosses the
horizontal piece of the Cross, and if this man has not had the
formation allowing him to know and understand that the human seed is
pure gold which permits us to form our Soul and incarnate our Being,
and this person in his process spills his seed (energy) he falls
from the tree like that fruit which ripened too soon and fell to
earth.
Logically, this person continues to live and reproduce himself,
dragging himself in the mud of the earth but he is doing nothing for

his spiritual progress.
Of course, he possesses the "unitive cement" in his endocrine glands
that could serve him for his regeneration if this person makes that
decision.
Dear reader, I ask you to analyze what we are saying here. This
person as the symbol of the seed fallen from the tree, falls to
earth, true? For that seed to be reborn, it must be buried inside
the earth at the foot of that tree where it fell. That tree is the
Cross and that lowering into the interior or the Earth, is the
descent to the Ninth Sphere.
That Ninth sphere is nothing less than where that person Is going to
plant his seed which will germinate and give origin to his spiritual
birth.
One must realize that the birth in the West corresponded to the
birth of the corporal person.
The fall from the Cross is done on the Earth. The entrance to the
interior of the Earth or the Ninth Sphere and the germination of his
own seed, corresponds to the North and to a Spiritual Birth.
That seed is born and begins its ascent on the vertical part of the
Cross. That's why the Cross inside the great Temples of Mystery, is
hammered into the Earth, symbol of the element rescuing the souls
that have fallen and as all. Births begins from the bottom to the
topThis parson who is doing this work with his own seed, is going to
ascend on that cross; that. means that the Cross is no longer on top
of one like the dead carry it, but one is going up the Cross.
When that man gets to the intersection of the Cross, he finds the
same phenomenon that he found when he fell: "a nail that unites
the
two woods, the vertical and the horizontal". (in italics).
But since this man has arrived at that point with consciousness arid
knowledge about the Mysteries of Sex, he does not fall again-He
looks at the four cardinal points.
The waters where he was born he sees in the West.
In the North he sees the Earth that one day had swallowed him up.
But he resuscitated because he went down to the Ninth sphere,
planted his seed and from it, today he is born.

Ho looks at the East and sees the star that the Three Wise Men saw
announcing the Birth of Christ.
That star, symbolizes for us, the esoterists, the Light, the
awakening of the Consciousness.
That person on the path traveling to the East is guided by that
Light and from then on he carries with him in his internal
constitution three presents without which he could not be guided
towards that manger where the Christ has been born.
I refer to Melchor, Gaspar and Baltasar, the three Wise men who
carried, gold, incense and myrrh. (in italics)
The gold represents the sexual chastity purity; the incense
represents a pure mind, the myrrh represents the just man.
Melchor, Gaspar and Baltasar represent the Mercurys of the GREAT
WORK.
The first is Black, the second is white, the third is Yellow.
When this man in the East has united himself to the light of the
Star that guides him, he begins his journey towards that place where
his Internal Christ is and victoriously he has sculptured on that
Cross.
There In the South he will find these letters saying: "INRI",
(Ignis
Natura Renovatur Integram) In other words, fire renews nature
Incessantly.
But, what fire are we referring to? It is to that igneous fire or
fohatic fire of our own seed that traveling along the four cardinal
points he has conquered each one of the elements of Nature, those
that form part of our Physical and Internal Constitution.
In the West he conquered water where he was torn physically: in the
North he conquered the Earth where he planted his seed for his
Spiritual Birth; in the East he conquered the Light which will
continue to guide him on his path; arid in the South he conquered
fire that will continue to purify him.
This lonely enigmatic traveler, all along his way, is
becoming "real". He has pure knowledge; in other words he is
a Man
in the most complete sense of the word.
It could be, for you, dear reader, a little strange that a person

has to use his seed to become a Man and to make these symbolic trips
but have you ever heard it said that Man is the King of Creation?.
If this Man doesn't conquer the elements, what kind of a King is he?
We cou1d say that the Prophets and the Sacred Scriptures have never
been mistaken at any moment; what has happened with these kinds of
definition is that there hasn't been anyone to interpret them with
the Light of the Consciousness: "THE MAN".
CHapter 7
THE PERFECTION OF MAN
As we have seen up to this point, the human being was created by God
as a perfect being.
As he passed through the races, he fell and it was necessary for God
to throw him out of Paradise so that he would be conscious of what
he had lost. Through the centuries, small groups of people have
sought to elevate themselves again to that lost perfection. But, of
course, each person by his own means and by his own decision.
When man, as we have said in the last chapter, starts his ascent on
the vertical part of the Cross, it becomes necessary with the wise
use of his sexual energy, to begin his regeneration with which he
will make a solar structure in the corresponding order: Physical
Body, Vital Body, Astral Body, Mental Body and Causal Body, at the
same time, he will be disintegrating all that gamut of inhuman
elements, or Yoes (Egoes); if these infrahuman elements are not
eliminated, the ascent on this path would be impossible.
Each one of these elements or Yoes exerts three forms of obstacles
on the path:
First: they seek to continue satisfying their passions and
committing multiple errors.
Second: They don't permit the person to have dominion over his
mind, emotions and instincts.
Third: They don't permit the Consciousness and the will power to
develop to be able to sustain him firmly in his decision and on the
Path.
That is to say, that it's like a person o foot, carrying a very
heavy load and little by little a part of it is left on the way;
logically, if the load is lighter, the faster one can walk on his

way.
This person on the path of the Cross will find he is getting more
clarity, more consciousness according to the amount of work he does
and, of course, this will give him enough reason to eliminate the
aggregate of psychological "yoes" that interfere with his
Path.
This is the reason we all know that God made man perfect. After the
Fall, man was invaded by defects; these defects are the
manifestation of the "yoes" (egoes) we have within ourselves;
merchandisers who buy and sell in our interior Temple.
Christ showed this to us when he chased all of the buyers and
sellers out of the Temple. Of course, we cannot give ourselves this
luxury of chasing them out since within every one of these element,
and we must liberate this through rigorous discipline and Conscious
Work.
When in this work on the Cross, Man goes on the ascent, he has to
comply with those Sacred Percepts Christ gave when he said, "He
who
wants to come after me, deny yourself, take up your cross and follow
me."
As you can see, dear reader, we know that in this era that the Fifth
Evangelist given to humanity bi the Avatar of Aquarius, V. M. Samael
Aun Weor, teaches us that there are three factors in the Revolution
of the Consciousness and that with the practice of each one, we can
ascend on the vertical part of the Cross, with that Death we
mentioned, which will make that load we are carrying lighter.
With Chastity or Birth we acquire strength on our way; with
Sacrifice for Humanity, we illuminate ourselves to see the road we
are on better.
The work of Dead on the Cross for a person, represents following the
example of the Doctrine of the Redeemer of the World and as we said
before in other chapters, He didn't write it in any book nor on
any
parchment, but lived the drama on the Cross. These are not theories;
this is practice and nothing more than practical.
On this journey the Initiate will find the multitude who criticize
him and those who call him crazy since people cannot understand the
Mysteries until they live them for themselves.
This entire cosmic drama has repeated itself throughout the
centuries in every person who is able to deny himself; in other

words, he allows his Intimate Christ to carry the Cross towards
Redemption an not the person who carries a Cross himself of
suffering and pain.
All of us carry a Cross but unfortunately, we drag it along because
we're fornicators, because we are adulterers, because of our
anger
pride, laziness, hate, self-love, gluttony.
All this scum of trash and degeneration we humanoids have and at
times, we presume ourselves to being saints and wise men, since we
have not wanted to accept the doctrine of the Redeemer of the World
because we believe that the Work He did on the Cross, was so that we
could continue being degenerates, sinners, violators of the Law and
protect ourselves with his name to commercialize his Doctrine.
Dear reader, the Cross is a symbol of redemption. One dies on the
Cross and resuscitates on the Cross.
People believe that the Divine Master Jesus was crucified on a Cross
by simple coincidence but that's not so. This was God's
Will. We
who aspire to our own Redemption, elect a Cross to do our own drama
and die on it.
Christ didn't say that we should carry whatever piece of wood
on
our shoulders, or a house or a diploma to follow him; he ordained us
to take up our own Cross.
That Cross is nothing more than a Man and Woman transmuting their
own waters, eliminating their own defects and sacrificing themselves
for humanity.
Many people might say they are willing to sacrifice themselves for
humanity and even willing to eliminate their defects, but it's
really difficult to find a person who wants to stop fornicating, an
who is willing to plant his seed at the foot of that Cross to begin
that road toward Death an the Cross!.
The religious people of our era know and recognize that sex is the
base, the foundation of all regeneration, but they don't want to
publicize it; maybe they are right, since if they do give out this
information, their, churches wouldn't have very many people in
them; they wouldn't have much money coming in and also because
sex
is THE STUMBLING BLOCK. Besides, they don't want to stop being
fornicator either since it is said that ejaculation is necessary and
healthful.

They don't want to recognize that semen is the Spirit and the
Seed a
human being has is the only material available to him for his
regeneration, for his procreation and above all to incarnate his
SOUL.
Chapter 8
THE SOLAR MAN
As it is known, there are two forces in Nature That determine the
positive and the negative, hot and cold; these forces are "the
sun
and the moon".
The Sun represents the Sainted Affirmation, heat, fire; the Moon
represents that Sainted Negation, cold, water.
The human being as we have mentioned in other chapters possesses an
energy to be utilized in the reproduction of the species.
When this energy is only utilized to satisfy pleasures and create
children, the human being remains in that place; he is simply a
being who is born, grows up, reproduces and dies, mechanically and
unconsciously. This being cannot produce within his psyche or mind
any radical change, because he doesn't have in his internal
constitution that element of fire, which will permit him to make a
Physical, Vital, Astral, Mental or Casual Structure.
A person might try to realize changes; he will cause physical ones,
but not internal ones.
The transmuted semen converts itself into an energy with a very high
voltage and produces definite changes in the Bodies we have
mentioned.
V.M. Samael Aun Weor says: "When a person ejaculates his semen,
millions of lunar, cold, negative atoms enter the organism which
replace millions of solar atoms spent in fornication."
You, dear reader, can come to your own conclusions, here because the
Gnosis affirms that this humanity is lunar.
If we propose to transmute all our sexual energy by scientific
techniques of alchemy, it is indisputable that our physical and
internal bodies will be covered with a Solar Enclosure and,
therefore, one could realize radical changes in our lives.

When man makes his trip through the vertical part of the Cross, he
is solarizing his bodies and as we said, burning part of the
psychological plurality within us; that is to say, he is finding
inside himself an authentic individuality and of course, he is going
to integrate himself with the different autonomous parts of his
Internal Being.
Each one of us, the Initiates, who decide to go on that Road,
indisputably will find many people who say that transmuting is bad
for you; that anger, sloth, pride and lust, etc., are normal things
and in order to get to Heaven and God all you need to do is belong
to such and such religion and since we are not assassins or thieves,
practically speaking we have no defect to condemn us.
Some religions say that if you confess once a year and go to mass on
Sundays, the problem is solved. Others say learning the Bible form
Genesis to Apocalypses, you will be save, etc. etc.
Really, dear reader, it causes pain to see how Christ is adored from
the teeth outward, but his Message has been terribly profaned and
twisted.
The people who change the originality of the Divine Master or
Christ's teachings, are denying him. In other words he is a
Judas
who for thirty pieces of silver, sells him so that anyone can do
with him what they want.
It is necessary to know that Christ is not a person but a force that
expresses itself through everything that has life.
Every man who enters on this Road learns to know in essence, what
Christ is and what that symbolic representation means by the drama
presented on the Cross.
Would you be willing to take part in that extraordinary drama so
that with your own life, you too, can write and teach humanity the
Mysteries of the Cross?
When a man has solarized his physical and internal bodies, he is a
person who physically appears to be like the rest of the people but
psychologically how different he is!
He is his own master, he is an authentic man who can produce states
within himself at will, which will permit him to know himself better
and to know life in its expression: "A Solar Man"

CHapter 9
ROAD OF THE SUPER-MAN
When this man has gone all through the preliminary Path and the
initiates Path, then he is ready to start his trip on the conquest
of the Super-man, but…, I have to ask you, dear reader, what you
think about the Life and Drama of Jesus?
Don't you think it true that they are enigmatic aspects? And as
we've already spoken about this, they correspond to the drama of
the
Cosmic Christ and are written (the first steps) in the Sacred Books;
the drama in itself, was written by him with his own life: FIRST,
under the Cross, in other words, he carried it; SECONDIN, on the
Cross.
What kind of a man was this, who being God and Man, could manage all
the processes of his life with such ability, plus the multitude who
scorned and mistreated him believing themselves to be doing this by
their own will? They were doing this by the will or God to show
everyone of us.
The Scriptures tell us that when this cosmic drama was presented,
there was a pure, chaste and saintly woman called Maria to whom the
Angel Gabriel came and said: "Fortunate one, because you will
conceive a son who will be called Emmanuel" (meaning God among
Men.)
As we can see this woman was going to be the Mother of the Son of
Man, that is to say, the Christ.
We, esoterists, know and the Mother has five aspects and, therefore,
five symbolic names.
The First Aspect: Mother of Space an she is called Lucia.
The second Aspect: Mother Nature and she is called Sophia and also
means "The Terror of Love and Law".
The Third Aspect: Maria, or the Divine Mother Kundalini, Ram-IO.
Fourth Aspect: Inferior Nature.
Fifth Aspect: Proserpine, Mother Death.
Dear reader, you might say that this is a great coincidence that
this feminine aspect chosen by the Angel of the annunciation to be
the Mother or Christ was named Maria; if Maria, as we've
mentioned
is the Divine Mother Kundalini and as a human, she was called Maria?
What role did this woman fulfill in this Cosmic Drama? Was she the

Mother of Christ?
If the Angel who announced to Maria that this son would be called
Emmanuel, Why, when born, did they call him Jesus? Would Maria be so
disobedient not to fulfill the order of the Angel?
The physical body, the human part that played that drama on the
Cross, that human matter, was he called Jesus?
We, esoterists, know that one thing is the physical part, the three
dimensional matter of a person and quite another, is the internal or
spiritual part.
The internal Master of Jesus is called JESHUA BEN PANDIRA;
doesn't
it seem strange to you, a coincidence, that the internal name of
Jesus is also Jeshua which means Jesus?
For you, dear reader, who I hope has read the Sacred Scriptures, and
of course, has tried to interpret them, Is it to be taken literally
or is there some mystery there?
Maria, the Saintly Virgin, was she the Mother of this man? Or was
she the Mother of the Christ this man incarnated?
They say The Christ was Son of the Immaculate Conception.
Immaculate: Virgin, pure.
Conception: without sin, or by the works and grace of the Holy
Spirit.
Virgin: before the birth, in the birthing, an after the birth.
Again, I ask: Was this woman symbolically called Maria; was she the
Mother of Jesus or the Mother of the Christ?
If Jesus means, the savior of man, the Master of Masters" Was he
physically called Jesus?
The Sacred Scriptures say so, but if the same are written in
parables and symbolisms, are we interpreting them by the Light or
what they want to teach us?
They say that Christ was born in a manger. "Manger" means a
place
where many animals are fed.
We are in the midst of the 20th century and it isn't right nor

just,
to continue believing that a human baby of flesh and blood was born
in the midst of mules, cows and rams and that the mule was eating
the hay where the child lay sleeping. How innocent! How ignorant!
If this child was with his mother and father, would they permit the
mule to do that!
The Manger is the heart of the human being and in that manger there
are many animals. They represent our passions, desires and our
animal instincts.
The mule represents the mind. The entire drama corresponded to the
birth of the Christ in the Heart of Jesus.
According to what the Sacred Scriptures allow us to see, there was a
point in discussion. Who would be the father of that Child?
It is said that the staffs of the Ancients were placed on the altar,
and the one that bloomed or flowered would be the father.
The Scriptures say that Jose (Joseph) was very old but that his
staff flowered; that is to say, they drew lots to choose who would
be the Father of Jesus. Could it have been like that? Mary was a
woman who had taken a vow of chastity. Was she, then, the mother of
Jesus? Or the Mother of The Christ?
My questions continue, and I'm sure you also have some questions;
We
are both looking t find the Truth, our Truth - not the one they
tell us is true. What role did Mary play in this drama?
Now, let's go on.
That man one day began his Road on the vertical part of the Cross
and he conquered all the obstacles he found on his Path through his
heroic tasks to make of himself into the Public Life. In that
Public Life he found thousands and thousands of people but, since he
was a man, a qualified Master, he had to integrate within himself
those twelve apostles who represent the zodiac or the twelve
Constellations.
We are now referring to the Cosmic Christ an not to Jeshua Ben
Pandira, in other words, Jesus.
That Cosmic Christ integrates himself with that work on the Cross:
-Seven Cosmic Guides who represent the eternal Law
Heptaparaparshinock ad who also represent the Seven musical notes:
Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si.

-The twelve constellations of our Interior zodiac and at last, he
integrates:
-The three primary forces: The Father, The Son and The Holy Spirit.
If we sum these up KABALISTICALLY, THE GIVE the number 22, which
represents the 22 Major Arcanes of the Tarot, indicating in this way
that it is the Internal Being who, integrated with all the
autonomous parts, begins the return to where we first emanated: THE
ABSOLUTE.
CHapter 10
THE SUPER-MAN
We refer in this chapter to that Being who, throughout history, has
been incarnated, embodied, in many men in order to give his message,
to give wisdom, and above all, to unite all human beings under and
around the Doctrine of LOVE.
The Super-Man is not a person.
The Super-Man is the embodiment of the Christ.
The kingdom of the Super-Man is not of this world. His Kingdom is in
Heaven. This Super-Man here on Earth needs a vehicle duly prepared
to be able to incarnate Him.
As we have seen in other chapters, one needs an internal, as well as
physical structure capable to support the energetic volts the SuperMan has; in other words, The Christ.
Dear reader, in this chapter we will analyze the magnitude and the
greatness of the Super-Man (The Christ) so that we can compare him,
firstly, to a solar system.
If our sun in ORS (the name of our solar system) did not distribute
its energy and its force to all the planets and would only channel
its energy to one planet, it would disintegrate it.
If the sun SIRIO, around which 108 million suns and their systems
turn, channeled all of its light and its force on one solar system,
logically this, also, would be disintegrated.
If the AIN or ABSOLUTE sent all of its light and its force to only
one galaxy, that too, would disappear.
At the most we could say that if that man existed on the Earth the

one they called Jeshua, embodied the Christ and The Christ is Light
and Force and who ordains men, systems and galaxies could it have
been imagined by men and above all, by the religious predicators,
the magnitude and the greatness of the Christ?
In order for the Christ to be able to live here on the Earth, he had
to graduate his Light and his force for us, humanoids, to resist,
and be able to live with that force of light.
The Super-Man appears within the multitudes expressing himself like
any person here, from the Earth. Justly, Master Samael Aun Weor
says that: "Even God needs the material part to manifest
himself."
That Super-Man comes and does a gigantic labor and logically finds
three groups of people who reject him, who slander him, who
persecute him, because he doesn't fit within their theories and
traditions. His doctrine belongs to the Heart because his temple is
the heart of every human being; because he doesn't commercialize
or
do business with souls but redeems them; he has no favorite sons;
everyone is equal.
The three groups of people are:
-The priests of the Temple because the Super-Man doesn't follow
their traditions, dogmas, and fanatic beliefs.
-The Old Men who are orthodox and traditionalists.
The Scribes, the intellectuals who have no spirituality and who
believe they are much more than the Super-Man.
Dear reader, this has happened all through history and will continue
to happen because the ignorant humans think that the Christ or the
Super-Man is going to fly through the air, blowing a trumpet and
throwing off rays of light and thunder.
We don't want to understand that the Super-Man or The Christ
comes
to express himself in a person who has risen out of the mud of the
Earth and that through great super-efforts and rigorous
purifications, he has made himself a man, to then elevate himself to
Super-Man: THE CHRIST.
CHapter 11
THE CHRIST AND HIS DOCTRINE
Much has been said about the teachings of The Christ, but Christ as

a Doctrine what is it? Who does it belong to and who has embodied
it?.
Well, it is very simple; at different times those
valiant, "followers of the Path", have incarnated it those
who have
been able to do what HE said: deny yourself, take up your Cross and
follow that rugged road that very few people have trod.
His doctrine has always been, is and will be the same: LOVE.
When this Super-Man hurled himself into the Public Life, he had
three purposes:
First—To publicly announce his Doctrine.
Second—To show the world that God uses a body of blood and bones
to
express himself to the people.
Third—to have that marvelous encounter with those twelve
spiritual
principles known as the Twelve Apostles. These Twelve Apostles are
the representation in us of a Zodiac.
These Twelve Apostles represent the Twelve Feats of Hercules;
exactly twelve feats the Super-Man must do to integrate himself with
the Cosmic Zodiac and at the same time, disintegrate that negative
part that every sing in the zodiac has in its inferior aspect, and
that one's sing exercises over every person.
The Sacred Scriptures say that these Apostles were fishermen but we
know that they didn't catch but were Alchemists. They fished in
their own genetic waters to extract the value of their own sperm for
their own regeneration and their own work.
Indisputably, there was PEDRO, an intrepid revolutionary man who, as
The Christ said: "you are Peter and on this rock I will build my
church and the doors of hell will not prevail over her."
This Peter represents the constellation ARIES and it teaches us the
mysteries of Sex; this also indicates that the Church of the Christ
is based on the Rock, on sex; but these interpreters of the Sacred
Scriptures that we have, believe themselves to be superior to Christ
and they want to base the Church on dogmas. They don't want to
recognize that sex is the door; it is the door we came out of and
where we will have to re-enter, if in reality we aspire to an
authentic self-realization.
JOHN (JUAN) could no be missing in that drama; he represents the

constellation Taurus. John teaches us the power of the verb which
should be charged with energy and coming from the heart, expresses
and teaches the Doctrine of the Redeemer.
In the same drama the central person JUDAS could no be missing.
This Venerable Master is the first unfolding of the Christ who by
order of his first emanation, had to fulfill that terrible role of
delivering Jesus, the Christ, to the crowd.
People believe that Judas delivered Christ up because he was the
Traitorous disciple; they don't want to understand that this was
a
cosmic drama duly panned out.
Judas was the most exalted apostle and as we have said, Christ has
three expressions or unfoldings:
First: The cosmic Christ
Second: Judas, and
Third: Lucifer
With this we want to state that the Christ was not delivered up; he
willing handed himself in and he did so depending on his second
unfolding.
The Sacred Scriptures say that at the last supper, Jesus said:
"My
hour has come and one of those with me, will deliver me up." The
Apostles asked each other, "Which one will it be?" and the
Christ
said: "The one I give the wine and bread to, is it." He took
the
bread and dipped it into the wine and he gave it to Judas Iscariote.
At that moment the devil entered into Judas and Jesus said to
him: "What you have to do, do it soon!"
At that moment of the drama the three aspects of the Christ were
integrated: The cosmic Christ who was going to present the drama;
Judas, his immediate unfolding, who had to incarnate at that moment,
Lucifer, and that man begotten by the force of Lucifer, ran out
quickly, out of the dinner, and went to where the multitude was who
later would capture the Christ.
Judas met with the people and so that the scriptures and the
prophecies would be fulfilled, he marched at the head of the
multitude and told them: "The one I kiss on the cheek, He's
the one!"

Arriving to the place where the Master was, the two characteristics
of Judas manifested themselves al that instant: Judas, the Divine
part and Judas Satan.
The Divine part of Judas said to him: "Master, these people are
looking for you." And he kissed Him.
And the Christ said: "With a kiss, the son of man will be
delivered
un."
Dear reader, I believe that you have sufficient capacity and
rationale to understand this. Judas belongs to the Constellation of
Gemini and that Judas Divine Internal in each one of us, is the one
who instructs our consciousness to recognize the Ego, the legion,
the secret enemies of our internal Christ and Judas Satan; that is,
Lucifer, who makes a man and a woman promise love, with affection
and kisses and end up fornicating, spilling their semen and thereby
deliver up the son of man.
As you see, dear reader, this Judas is wise, divine and he is the
unfolding of the cosmic Christ.
As of that moment this Master of Master is in this word, in this
abyss, given to the task to save souls and has the knowledge to
teach us to recognize the "Ego" exactly as it is.
What we are saying is not what we were told; simply, we were a
witness at that time to all this, and that's what it is.
In the same drama, PHILIP appears who represents the constellation
Cancer, teaching the awakened men and women the authentic occultism
of the Christic path.
MATTHEW also appears representing the Constellation LEO and who
teaches humanity the pure science.
TIMOTHY also appears representing the Constellation VIRGO and
teaches the path of alchemy, for a bettering in the hormonal
production serving us for our regeneration.
SANTIAGO is there representing the constellation LIBRA and teaches
us to understand and live the Mysteries of Christ.
Then MARK appear representing the constellation SCORPION, to teach
us the precise cues to awaken Kundalini.
Then we see LUKE who represents the constellation SAGGITARIUS and

he teaches us how to manage and interpret the value of the numbers:
THE KABALA.
Then we see ANDREW who represents the constellation CAPRICORN and
who teaches us the mysteries of the cross and the science of the
mixture of mercury.
Then we have THOMAS who represents the constellation of ACUARIUS and
who teaches us to unite with and manage the superior mind.
And the last one is BARTHOLOME representing PISCES and who teaches
us mystical clues in order to enter the planes of Nirvana and
Paranirvana.
As you can see, dear reader, this drama was very complete so that
all of humanity could understand that within each one of us, we have
these individuals who made up part of this drama so that this cosmic
drama could be presented LIVE by this masterful man JESUS.
On the trip to Calvary anonymous individuals appeared who took
direct part in this drama. Where was Maria in all this? Or we could
say, where was the Twin soul of this Great Master?
What was the real name of Veronica who on the road appeared before
the Master and washed his face with a white cloth and the face of
the Master remained stamped on it?
This drama continues. At the foot of the cross there were a group of
women who were crying, two thieves who accompanied him and of all
his disciples, there was only one, John, -- how enigmatic all this
is don't you think so?
CHapter 12
THE SEVEN WORDS AS A LECTURE FOR THE CONSCIENCE
When the master has gone the whole way with his Cross on his
shoulder, he received all the abuse against his human dignity and
against his message. The crowd did this by order of Caiaphas.
Caiaphas was the Head priest, symbol of the bad will that Pilate did
not want to put a limit on when ha asked the crowd what they
preferred in order to justify the death of the Master. He asked the
crowd what they them if they wanted the crucifixion of and death of
the Master. He asked them if they wanted the crucifixion of and
death of Jesus or the crucifixion and death of Barrabas. The
multitude shouted, referring to Jesus: Crucify him, Crucify him!

In this drama Barrabas represents the "Ego". Of course, the
crowd
always supports the existence of the "Ego" and the death of
Christ.
As we have said, the Master finished this trip with the cross and
after having receive all kinds of abuse, bad treatment, (without
having pronounced one word of protest) this man won the right to die
on the Cross. It was taken down from his shoulders and he was nailed
to it with tree iron nails, symbol of the soul of the sacred sperm.
The cross was then lifted up with this sacred body. On the right
side there was a man hanging on a cross called the "Good
Thief" but what explanation have we been given of that enigmatic individual? I
am referring to Dimas. Why was he called "the Good Thief"?
That man was nothing less than a Disciple of the Master; he is the good thief
because he was capable (with the doctrine and teachings of the
master) to steal the fire from the devil, grabbing the mysteries of
nature it hides and which is not given to fornicators.
That man, Dimas, (so that the word would be fulfilled) gave public
testimony that He was The Christ, because he had practiced his
Doctrine and had succeeded in his regeneration also. That's why,
he was condemned to die on the cross with his Master.
Gestas, the "Bad Thief" was condemned by the time of the
sentencing of Jesus. So that what was written could be fulfilled, he was
crucified to the left of the master. That man Gestas is the
fornicator, the thief, and could be called in general terms, "the
sinning man".
As we have said, the Good thief stole the fire from the devil and
the bad thief, detached his internal God, his internal Christ and
took away from Him all the rights he had over his human person.
With all of them on the cross the saintly women appear who had
attended the drama of the passions and death of the Master; they
knew the power that he exerted and so could testify that "That,
was the Super-Man!" They had to be women who did that.
Among these women was Maria; I am referring to the Sainted Virgin,
the Mother of the Christ, (we also refer to the difference between
the Christ and Jesus); that woman in whose womb, the Christ was
gestated, (The cosmic Christ), that Twin soul who (as it says in a
sacred book), "where Isis cries and watches over her beloved
brother". That woman who was able to sculpture The Christ in that
man Jeshua; that Virgin, chaste and pure, who knew how to fulfil to
the letter the three roles that a saintly woman must fulfil:

-

She was an obedient daughter of God.
She was the wife of an authentic Man.
She was the Mother of the Christ.

That woman Christians love and adore, but why do we adore her?
Why was a baby of flesh and bones gestating in her womb? No, dear
reader, because in her womb The Christ was gestating and if she was
the Mother of the Christ, logically, for us as Christians, she
represents our Mother. But don't forget, dear reader, every
authentic man working with his Isis, sooner or later, she will
convert herself into the mother of the Christ.
This drama for the greater part of humanity was presented over 2000
years ago and has remained as a simple part of history, but for us,
who are familiar with the initiatic Path, know that it is something
that vibrates and palpitates in the heart and in the life, day and
night, for that person who decides to follow that path this wise
Master has shown us.
As we have said, he was crucified in the middle of two people and
which shows the way humanity develops: some good and some bad; but
he didn't want to be with the good nor the bad. The Christ is
always in the middle.
Gestas said to him: "If you are really the son of Man, if you are
King, why don't you free yourself and free us too?
The Christ didn't say anything. He kept silent because he was
not there to demonstrate powers, nor to violate the law, he was writing
a drama with his life.
Dimas, the Good thief, said to him: "Master, remember me when you
are in your kingdom". And the Christ said to him: "Today you
will be with me in paradise."
Dear reader, be sure that if Gestas at that crucial moment had asked
to be forgiven and helped instead of insulting Christ, He would have
given it to him in the same way as Dimas since the Christ is love.
Seeing himself in the midst of this drama, outraged and mistreated
and making a great, super-effort, he said: "My Father, forgive
them for they know not what they do."
This phrase covers all of us because as we have said: ignorance is
daring. For the sinner all doors are closed except for one, that or
repentance. (italics) He who repents the bad he has been in this
life and in past lives and seeks his own regeneration, indisputably
is forgiven by the father.

The answer given to Dimas was: "Today you will be with me in
paradise" since for the Christ there is no yesterday nor tomorrow,
but only the existing eternal NOW. In the middle of that torture and
pain, he said to him who had asked for help: "Today you will be
with me".
He who only feels God when he has money, when he has
health, when the world applauds him, has not learned to retreat into his
internal God during the bad moments.
Jesus was with his father and what His father gave him, he offered
to his disciple: "paradise".
At the foot of the Cross was Maria, (the twin soul of Jesus and the
Mother of the Christ) and at her side was John, the loving disciple,
the evangelist, he said to Maria: "Mother, there you have your
son, son there you have your Mother."
What encouraging phrases for this humanity! When the Christ says to
John: here you have your Mother."
What would become of us if we didn't have our own individual
Mother who takes care of that John, the verb, and what would become of a
Christian who forgets about his mother and wishes to seek help,
support, orientation in some other person! That Mother of the
Christ, Maria, isis, Rea, Isoberta, Lakhsmi; that deity in whose
womb was gestated and will be gestated that Christ, each time a man
rises out of the mud or the earth.
The Christ reflects about this humanity knowing that in the heart of
each one of us, there is a spark that vibrates and palpitates, a
small particle of him trapped by some Ego, some "yo". As we
have said, that particle existing in us is a spark emanated from Christ.
Seeing that human misery, Christ, realizing the spiritual poverty
and exclaimed: "Father, why have you abandoned me?"
But understand, dear reader, he was the Super-Man, The Christ, and
wasn't complaining about the pain, but asked for pity from the
cosmic father for that internal Christ of ours, we mortals, who
there in the profundities, we are the same with Him.
He, on the Cross, was full of glory because he was victorious, a
winner, but he saw that humanity was lost and watched the situation
in us, mortal creatures, and exclaimed: "I am thirsty".
Two characteristics of humanity are manifested there. Perhaps his
friends would have wanted to give him water but his enemies were
faster and they gave him vinegar.

Logic teaches us that he wasn't asking for water to calm his
thirst of that body, but toward the intimate Christ of humanity and he
said: "I am thirsty."
That internal Christ of ours, we humans, tied to that cross of the
blood, flesh and bones dying of thirst, but what liquid are we going
to give it to take away that thirst?
Dear reader, with chastity, with our very same genetic waters, that
interminable fountain that he in the public life, invited that
Samaritan woman to bring her husband and drink of that fountain so
that they would never again be thirsty.
Remember that marvelous symbol of the wedding of Canaan, when after
all the wine had been drunk, he asked that the barrels be filled
with water and they were converted into wine. Why did it have to be
at a wedding? Why not at another time?
These genetic waters, transmuted by the science of alchemy, are then
converted into the blood of the lamb and wash our sins.
These lessons that Christ was leaving in symbolic words, have an
intimate relation with his doctrine, with his message and with
Humanity.
Seeing that his hour had come, he exclaimed in a loud voice: "All
has been consummated." That is to say, his masterpiece was
finished, his Message delivered to humanity, his Doctrine written he came into
the world and he wasn't accepted by it.
Dear reader, that is how humanity has been, is and will continue to
be. We have never been prepared to understand the teachings of the
Great Masters, of those Great Messengers sent from Heaven.
When the Christ was on the earth, one of those who incited the
people against him was Caiaphas, the head priest, and assuring that
the Christ was inciting the people against Cesar, against the
religion of the country; that is, the religious men of that time
killed Him.
When Samael Aun Weor, Kalki Avatar, Buddha Maitreya of the New Era
of Aquarius wrote "The perfect marriage" the heads of the religious
churches were scandalized; those who have wanted to maintain the
people in the dark; those who only want sex to be fornicators
themselves, to degenerate themselves, to be adulterers and to commit
aberrations; don't see sex as the regenerative element or as the
degenerative element. For the Christians who have resolved to
fulfil the commandments of the Law of God, we are regenerated; to
those fornicators, homosexuals, lesbians, masturbators, they are

degenerated.
The doctrine of Christ is phallic 100% even if the fanatic religious
predicators of this time want to deny it; even if this degenerate
and perverse humanity doesn't want to accept it. Anyway, the
Christ is for everyone, but not everyone is for Him and he said it.
At the end, he exclaimed: "Father, in your hands I give up my
Spirit." He united with His father and symbolically died.
But this drama would not be complete without that symbolic character
who gives witness of the reality that he was dead and he comes with
a lance and wounds the side of his body.
I am referring to Longibus. The Sacred Books say that from this
mortal wound, blood and water emanated. Why did water have to come
from it? Simply to refer to the waters of life that we carry in our
gonads and why blood? Because His, was a body of flesh and blood and
because blood is spirit.
The sacred Writings say that after having died, a commission, headed
by Simon of Arimathea went before Pilate and asked to lower the body
of the master to place it in a sepulcher. It is easy for anyone to
say that this is very normal and we don't deny it, but what was
the process done in all of this?
There are things we would like to explain of why he was wounded in
the side and not in the heart to find out if he was dead.
Have you heard that God made Adam in his image and likeness and then
seeing that, that man was alone, he put him into a sound sleep and
took out a rib which He made Eve, his companion? That's what the
sacred Books say. We are not denying this but it is necessary to
interpret it by the light of the truth.
In other chapters we cited the zodiac belt with its respective Apostles.
Man is a zodiac, and the human being has twelve ribs that in
esoteric language means the twelve constellations and through the
constellation of VIRGO, the Gods made man who reproduced by
sporing, fecundating within his physical constitutions, feminine
creatures. Certainly, these creatures abounded so that from
thereafter, procreation could be done through an ovum and a sperm.
Dear reader, perhaps now it is understandable why we, men call our
wives "my rib". And from here I am answering those know it
all religious predicators who are going to throw fits of lightning and
thunder because of what we are saying here; but if Adam was the only
man and Eve the woman, when they fornicated and then because of that
terrible fact, were thrown out of Paradise, they had two sons: Cain

and Abel an Cain killed Abel. God cursed Cain and the Sacred Books
say he took a woman and had many children with her; where did that
woman come from? Who was her mother?
Chapter 13
THE RESURRECTION
The body of the Master had to descend to the interior of the Earth
(to fulfil the law) for three and a half days in the sepulcher. Try
to understand that the liberation is not to be found in heaven; it
has to be found in Hell, in the interior of the Earth.
During those 3 ½ days, the Christ integrated with that part of Him
he had in the abyss, and through his perfect masterpiece he
succeeded in liberating him; I would like to refer to ChristusLucifer.
When this titanic work was done, the Earth, gave Him up and he
resuscitated; in other words, he conquered DEATH WITH DEATH. As you
can see, dear reader, this drama was happening in a gradual way, and
Christ left his message to humanity in each one of these steps.
The Resurrection has been, is and will be one of those major
transcendental happenings for everyone who decides to follow the
path of the final liberation.
The sacred Writings say that Pilate ordered soldiers to be placed
around the Holy Sepulcher, so that the Disciples of the lord could
not steal his body; but when the resurrection occurred, these
soldiers ran away terrified.
As we have said in other chapters, Pilate represents the mind and
those soldiers represent the legions of Seth watching over the holy
Sepulcher, so that the Christ would not resuscitate.
This fact shows clearly that when Christ has conquered death on the
Cross, nobody and nothing can stop him from coming out of the tomb
(where an enormous rock was placed over the superior part
symbolizing sex); that sepulcher from where the Christ resuscitates
victoriously, is nothing more than sex itself.
He goes away to finish his Work. Later, he appears to Magdalena,
that woman who symbolizes the Great prostitute (humanity); she was
precisely the first person who saw Him and wished to touch Him,
because just at that time, at that level during the process of the
Initiate, he has to go through there steps, which in esoteric terms
are called, "The three mountains".

The Firs Mountain: The Initiation
Second Mountain. Liberation
Third Mountain: Ascension
He lacked the Ascension at that moment and that's why he said to
her: "Don't touch me for I still have not risen to my
Father."
Later on, he appeared to his Disciples and recommended to all of
them the spreading of His Message; and that is how four of them
wrote the gospel.
This Gospel has within it, the synthesis of the Doctrine of the
Christ and which at the same time represents the Four Elements of
Nature: Earth, Water, Air and Fire; and where we should begin our
work within each one of us, as authentic disciples of Christ.
First: To dominate the the element of Earth (bad will, Caiaphas)
Second: To dominate the enraged waters (low passions, Lucifer)
Third: To dominate the Air (our confused emotions, symbol of the
crowd which scourged the Christ)
Fourth: to dominate the element fire (the mind, symbol of Pilate who
filled with arrogance and pride and self-love, gives the Christ over
to the disorderly and angry mob; and to the emotions to take him
prisoner, torture him and kill him)
This Cosmic drama continues because The Christ never rests trying to
liberate the consciousness each one of us has trapped by the
"Ego".
Later, the Disciples continued receiving secret teachings from the
Master. After the Christ's Resurrection, He spent many years with
his Disciples, giving them lectures each day for their
consciousness, so that in this way, they would be prepared to
continue giving the pure Doctrine.
Unfortunately, the religious men of those times, unloosed terrible
persecutions against them, so that had to hide themselves so as not
to be eliminated.
It wasn't enough for those dogmatic and fanatics, all the teachings
of love and wisdom this Master and his Disciples were giving for
them to desist from their purpose of wanting to persecute and
eliminate them.
That drama has continued and continued because if a person doesn't
awaken consciousness, he will always appear persecuting The Christ.

The death on the Cross is a right that Christ has handed down to us
through that marvelous drama to every woman and man who is capable
of deciding on the scientific chastity.
In esoterism we call "Lust" PASSION, and all Christians know that
the drama Jesus lived was that of the passion and death.
Whoever is capable of eliminating his lower passions, eliminate his
sensual, diabolical mind also; whoever is capable of eliminating all
those programs, from his interior nature, that of "I am white, I
am rich, I am intellectual, My country is the best, My political party
is the best, I am noble, I am intelligent, etc. etc. "That is to
say, believe himself better than anyone else. If these programs are
not disintegrated, you will always have a mind situated and managed
by the law of opposites, in other words, an intermediate mind.
If you disintegrate all this programmation that you have, you will
succeed in knowing yourself as you are, you will develop humility,
and therefore, you will see and learn life as it really is.
Chapter 14
SEEK IN SILENCE
Entering into this stage of this book, let's analyze by the light of
logic and superior understanding and look at that reality lived by
authentic initiates throughout the history of humanity.
If we observe the serpent cultures that have existed, we can see
that search of man for god is conjoined with the search of God
towards man.
Man, desperately perhaps, seeks God; he looks for Him within the
multitude, he shouts to the four winds as if God walked on the
Earth, confused among the crowds, and it isn't so. God is within
the same man.
Dear reader, I believe this comprehensible; in order to seek one's
internal God, one's intimate Christ, search for him with profound
meditation. When you feel he is coming, delve within your
contemplation and adoration and through your feelings, you will meet
with him; speak to him; converse with him; he is your friend, he is
your Father.
Prayer in meditation brings us closer to him; don't forget God is
simple, uncomplicated, and humble but don't get desperate to find
Him.

If you want to see him with your physical eyes, you will find him in
your brothers and sisters, in all humans, in everything that has
life.
If you want to see Him with your imagination, try to internalize
yourself within infinite space.
If you want to see Him with your heart, unite yourself with your
noble sentiments, altruism, dynamism, happiness and as we said,
speak to him with your heart.
Don't comment what you do to anyone, just do it. Give to those of
your fellowman what you have in your heart with abundance, so that
they will receive it in their hearts.
Don´t give that you have in your mind, because you will always find
someone who wants to know more than you and who will refute you and
he will incite you to read more, to prepare yourself more and you
are already prepared. You are already grown up.
Let your god guide you. Let your God teach you. Do his Will and as
we have said, disintegrate in your mind those programs and complexes
that you have. "That I have enemies, that I have friends." The only
thing we have around us are the Masters. Those who teach us what we
must do.
If you see an assassin, a homosexual, or a drunk, don't criticize
him; observe him, learn from him. But you'll say, "What am I
going to learn from a degenerate? And I say, "That degenerate man or
person is teaching you the things that you must not do, so that you
won't find yourself in the same spot as that person.
If you see a wise man or a saint who teaches with his word and with
his example, receive the teaching and practice it but don't
follow that person, because you are committing two errors before God which
are unpardonable.
First: You are putting men in substitution of your internal Father
and
Second: You are already forming a new program: "This man is wiser
than that man, his teachings are better. I vibrate better with him,
etc."
That means you don't want to make your kingdom in heaven but
continue depending on those kingdoms on earth.
Be silent in your search, constant in your purpose, and wise in your
appreciation.

The sacred Scriptures tell us: "When you pray, go into you room,
close the door, and pray to your Father who is in secret and He will
hear you in secret and recompense you in public."
One should look at the human salvation in three ways:
First: What is salvation?
Second: What is self-realization?
Third: What is liberation?
This is the order how our Work must be done. First, we have to save
ourselves. Religions tell us that we have to save ourselves from
Hell, and we Know that we must save ourselves from ourselves; in
other words, our own "Egos" (yoes), our own legion of Ego-devils
that we have in our interior and we carry around with us. These
symbolize the multitude that scourged the Christ on His way to the
cross and He conquered those enemies – and he did it with death.
There are no prayers nor can we conjure un, nor is there any power
that will save us from our own enemies; only death exists but the
death of whom? The death of the EGO of each one of our
characteristics.
If we disintegrate PRIDE, who continues showing it in us? If we
disintegrate LUST, then who continues to incite us to fornicate?
This work is done by three forces:
-Our own Will power.
-Our own Divine mother Devi Dundalini with the strength of Her fiery
lance, and
-The intimate Christ who is our Savior.
That's why, when he died on the Cross, He said:
"Mother, there is your son; son, there is your Mother."
As you see, dear reader, the job of salvation has to be done by each
person making his own decision and with his own Will Power.
Don't think that all those salvations being sold out there by these
predicators are going to solve your problem. You could belong to
the sect whichever or whatever religion, but if you don't make
the decision to die within yourself, you will continue being the same
living-dead person.
Don't buy salvations from anyone; fulfil the Laws of God. Do God's
Will and make a road for yourself to be a woman or a man who is

correct in thoughts, words and deeds. That is, look for the
perfection of your internal God and don't follow the imperfection
of humans.
My friend, you have heaven in the deepest part of your heart; Be
ecstatic in the peace that God gives you and live in it, live for
it, because in your instincts, emotions and thoughts, you have a
true Hell.
You can only free yourself from this Hell by being chaste and pure
in your thoughts, words and deeds, disintegrating your defects and
serving Humanity disinterestedly.
This is the advice written by the Master of this book.
CHapter 15
THE SEARCH FOR MAN
We will try to clearly explain what man is, the search for and the
meeting of the same in this chapter.
Legends tell of a King who published the following in his
city: "There is a treasure in the desert that contains: three
diamonds, seven emeralds, twelve rubies and is covered by valuable
pearls from the ocean."
Three thousand people left the city for the desert. A thousand
headed to the left and another thousand headed for the right.
The other thousand went straight ahead.
The ones on the right dispersed as did the ones on the left and no
one found anything. The ones in the middle seeing that they found
nothing of the treasure, left off little by little and stopped their
search.
The strongest continued, but in spite of their strength they became
impatient and fatigued and desisted in their search.
Among the seekers there was one who didn't say anything; he just
walked through the desert until the moment he found himself alone.
Nonetheless, the seeker continue with his purpose; his goal was to
find this valuable treasure.
After many days and nights on the road he saw an old woman coming
towards him and he asked himself: "Were did this woman come from?"
When they met, she asked him: "Where did you come from and what

are you looking for?" and he responded: "I came from the city in search
of a treasure they say is in the desert. "And he asked her:
"And you, were do you live and where are you going?" She answered:
"I live here in the desert and I am going to the city to look for that
treasure." He answered, "woman, go on your road." But she
answered: "I am not going to the city because I have already
found that treasure and it's you."
As you see, dear reader, the Gods have given us lessons and wisdom
by means of many systems trying to show the human being how to
understand them and live them.
That treasure is so valuable, of incalculable proportions to every
human being. Those three diamonds are: The Father, The son and The
holy spirit; The seven emeralds are: The seven archangels who
organized creation; the twelve rubies are the constellations of the
zodiac; that covering of pearls: the atomic part of our physical
structure. All these values together constitute the golden spirit,
but dear reader, it is necessary for man to know himself and to
respect himself so that all of these values are fused with the
Consciousness and the power to disintegrate all the interferences
that impede the Spirit from taking possession and control of the
different physical and internal functions.
As we can see, by the proceeding paragraph, we look for the
authentic man within our own internal desert, in our silence; there
where many want to enter but they get filled with confusion and
prefer to go back to the city; in other words to the world of the
mind to continue searching from school to school, from theory.
Lamentably, to waste time. Others follow the real road but because
of a lack of will and steadfastness, they leave off.
Among this crowd there are always those men and women who are
valiant and tenacious and continue on until they meet that venerable
old woman who lives in the desert and who is going to the city to
try to rescue that internal man (the soul) from the midst of the
convulsed city, "the Mind."
Fortunately, she meets that son on that road who has negated himself
and has internalized himself in his world in profound meditation,
adoration and contemplation not paying any attention to those sad
calls the mind and the world outside make to him.
That encounter of that traveler with that woman, his divine Mother
(his in particular) is man's encounter with himself; because when
they meet, he knows her and then she calls him and says: "You are
so-and-so" in other words, his real name.

CHapter 16
THE REBELLIOUS EAGLES
The eagles are those men and women who search to raise themselves
within their own infinite space trying to search for liberty.
One shouldn't confuse the rebellious eagles with the rebelliousness
of the eagles.
As we have said, the rebellious eagles are spirits who don't fit
within the molds that society has imposed on them, to march within
the same dogmatic patterns, psychological ones also, and therefore,
within all the codes of moral ethics that are imposed on us.
A person who wants to produce a change in himself will first find
advice and points of view of people who follow that path or a
tradition and who have never found systems which are precisely for
the liberation of man.
We find this example in the world of politics, in ideologies, in
religion due to the fact that the human being has not wanted to
submit himself to the demands of the laws of God but has always
wanted to submit the Laws of God to human conditions. He has not
wanted to understand that the Laws originating creation have not
been repealed, but are still in effect, On the contrary we see that
each day the necessity to fulfil them, comes before our eyes, since
by means of them, the human being can be rescued from the claws of
this convulsed world, where cruelty, mental unbalance, emotional and
psychological disorders rule; and where the most powerful reign.
When man is able to confront himself externally, with all this
tumult of beliefs and systems, with so many appearances people put
on (being indifferent to that and to the internal part to confront
oneself) with one's own plurality, and with the firm resolve to
liberate oneself from all this mechanism: only one road is open,
and that one is to fly in search of one's own liberty. Since we
have already said, it is the rebellious eagle, who doesn't accept
nor admit bounds on his Consciousness, nor does he admit to the
rebellion of the eagles that would only be the opposite part of his
own liberty.
The rebelliousness of the eagles is that which guides those men who
want to have liberty but removing from their surroundings all those
things considered by him to be bad.
That's why we see those (rebels without a cause) believing and
perhaps convinced that by eliminating their enemies, their problem
is resolved and they are going to have peace and a better world.

Poor people! They don't want to understand that no one is at
fault of our own misery, but that the only guilty one is our own Ego
"yo" our psychological aggregates.
He who doesn't know how to adapt and find himself in the middle
of things he doesn't like, those things which don't please us, can
never learn from life and therefore, can never be free.
If we impose our criteria on the other people, we fall into a
mechanism called in esoterism, thesis and antithesis.
The rebelliousness of eagles has taken the world to bathe it in the
blood of innocent creatures because they have not known how to
channel the search for liberty.
One must be free but one must learn from that parable: "Give to
Cesar what is of Cesar and to God, what is of God." Let the world
have what it has given us like its customs, vices and give to God
what He has left us as a legacy: Consciousness, love, Virtues.
Finding ourselves in the middle of the two, we can see that they are
diametrically opposed one to the other.
We cannot leave this world because we live in it, but we cannot
permit it to drag us along anymore by its customs, imbalance, by its
incentive to passion and in general by all the mechanism that
humanity has been placed in that profound sleep and fascination.
One needs to live the moment in alert perception to understand the
moment we are in front of god and at what moment the world has placed
us in front of it.
In front of the world we must carry the sword of our will power in
our hand to behave dignified and not let ourselves be carried along
by other people nor by our instincts. In front of god, we must be
ready to do His Will and fulfil his Laws.
With this, dear reader, we would like to say that man is nothing
more than his own works (deeds).
If your deeds do not adjust to the Law of God, you are nothing more
than a rational humanoid motivated by your own passions and
instincts, your imbalance; but, if your deeds adjust to the demands
of the Law of God, of your Creator, being an authentic citizen,
dignified and correct, in possession of yourself; that is to say,
not a victim of your own passions and instincts and you have the
correct way of thinking, the correct form of behaving and a correct
way of living in the midst of whatever circumstances presented, we
can say that you are a man or a woman worthy of holding the

name "Sons of God".
CHapter 17
THE SCIENCE OF LIVING
Dear reader, in this chapter we will speak about life. Life is to us
what we see; perhaps it is a part of it.
Life has three aspects and it is necessary to analyze each one
separately.
First, life as essence is a divine emanation and comes to the world
to sacrifice itself with us and for us, she doesn't know what is
good nor what is bad because her mission is to give life. In an
assassin or a saint, she unfolds in the same way.
Life is activated by the Law of God and acts in different organisms
in which she is established looking indifferently to those who take
care of her as well as to those who mistreat her. She is a
universal force and is fed by the AKAS, from the Tattwas and the
Ethers, to balance these vibrations in the organism which
corresponds having it.
In its second aspect this same life belongs to Nature because it
emanated from the Causal world and came to this three dimensional
one and thus is subject to the Laws of Nature. That's why it is
said that Nature is the owner of life.
Nature defines the difference and indifference of he who cares for
her or mistreats her. It gives a prize to those who care for her
like allowing him to penetrate in her sacred mysteries, giving
health, prolonging life and making him king to govern over her. To
those who mistreat her, the impiety of justice falls over him,
making this person victim of diseases, accidents, submitting them to
sacrificing themselves in the extreme to earn their sustenance that
permits them to live.
We could say justly, as the Avatar of Aquarius, Samael Aun Weor
says: "Nature is the Terror of Love and Law", "Supreme
pity and supreme impiety." To those who take care and love her, she covers
with her cloak, gives him health, love and she gives him what to
eat, to drink and in general, takes care of him because he has made
himself her son.
To those who mistreat her, all kinds of pain fall over them,
bringing as a consequence that they are sons excluded from reaching
her grace and therefore doesn't allow any management over any of

her expressions. That's why it is said that for the ungrateful son,
the affection of the mother is absent.
For Nature to accept a creature on the road to regeneration, she
must be conquered in difficult combat because due to the
mistreatment she has received by us, she has asked for our
punishment and has excluded us from belonging among those chosen
sons.
To begin to regenerate ourselves the traveller on the path must begin
by dominating himself; he must begin by being owner of himself.
After that and through scientific chastity and the creation of the
existential bodies of the Being, create his will to confront those
difficult battles against his own secret enemies, those live
representations of the negative lunar forces we carry within
ourselves and have taken over our psyche, our mind and our
sentiments converting us into men with no soul.
In its third aspect, life is utilized by the law and by Nature to
control in us what is known as the Law of Destiny; after having
traced a series of deeds and events related to the karma we bring
with us, and if we do not modify our conduct and behavior, this
destiny will be fulfilled with exactness traced for us by the Law of
Cause and Effect.
Justly, the eleventh card of the Tarot is called the Dominated Lion
and a woman appears giving the lion an offering so that the needle
of the cosmic balance inclines in our favor.
Dear reader, it is necessary to comprehend that God has different
forms and manifestations; so that before we can deserve to be
forgiven by God, the Father, it is necessary to have been pardoned
by Mother Nature so that she, at the same time, can intercede for us
before the cosmic Law, ruler of our destiny, therefore giving us the
grace of acquiring that pardon and transcend that destiny.
In each one of us destiny is condensated in the different astral
attributes that in their order, will appear in our life as those
deeds that are related to karma and we must pay.
There is a Gnostic expression which says: "Brother, do good deeds so
that you can pay your debts." And we say: "Respect Mother
Nature so that the Divine Mother will save us and our God, The Father, will
pardon us."
CHapter 18

THE ART OF LEARNING
At this point we come to grips with the study and the learning of
the Christian Mysteries.
Inside of each one of us, we have a Being who instructs us, who
teaches us but, if we are not willing to learn from him, life passes
by and we carry only a bunch of acquired experiences on Earth.
The internal Being of each person has many ways of teaching us.
First, through the writings of the great wise Christians left to us
throughout history, like: The Sacred Scriptures with the Gospel, the
Doctrine all the serpent cultures have practiced, etc.
Secondly, our Being has an intelligence and an intuition and by
them, we interpret our presentiments and lessons coming from inside
us.
The Third forma is applied to us and taught by the rigor of the Law
of Karma. If we are obedient and precise in our appreciations and
interpretations of the Text or Sacred Books, these will serve us as
a base of instruction so that founded on them, we can enter into
Christian studies.
If the human being had more understanding and observation of the
dictates of the heart, he would find the light which would
illuminate his path and would help him to know the way to channel
his destiny on the vertical part of the Cross.
Everyone who fails to recognize that punishment has been made to
teach, protests. It is not understood that it is necessary to
sacrifice the pain, so that by this, we can cover ourselves with
will power and comprehension. Thus, we can later work decidedly on
the disintegration of our aggregates and on the awakening of our
Conscience.
The art of learning is a "gift" from God, and is conferred on
a person who has the will and the discipline necessary to make a
change in his life.
To be able to learn, it is necessary to understand that wisdom is
infinite and every person is limited and that only through superior
help, can we interpret the Mysteries by the light of the conscience
that are hidden beyond the world of forms.
He who wants to learn knows how to listen, knows how to obey, knows
how to command and does not limit himself thinking that what he
already knows is sufficient.

It is important to note that one thing is to learn from men with
their language, a product of customs, and quite another is to learn
from one's Being. The Being teaches with simple and plain
messages, with presentiments; men teach with what they see and
what they hear.
Remember: "Whoever wants to learn, does not condemn what he
hears, nor does he accept it without reason; but submits in to discernment
so that Conscience will give its verdict."
The art of learning takes us all to read the thoughts of Nature, to
life in its real existence in the different kingdoms and slide like
a singing stream through the rocks, learning from Nature, learning
from men and interpreting what God teaches us.
V.M. Lakhsmi

